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Abstract. The vacancy-rich disordered regions
(DR) playing a key role in improving thermoelectric figure-of-merit of silicon thermoelectric generators by reducing (~90%) the thermal conductivity,
have been probed with positrons. The DR were
created by irradiating n–Cz–Si(P) material with the
fast reactor neutrons. The parameter of the electron
density rs′ ≈2.18 a.u. contacting positron in DR has
been reconstructed using the data of the angular
correlation of the annihilation radiation (ACAR);
the amendments to rs′ value associated with the ion
core electrons were taken into account. It is argued
that the ion cores of atoms of silicon as well as the
ones of the as grown impurities (O, C) are involved
in the open vacancy volume to be probed with positron: a relaxation of the ion cores directed inward
towards the vacancy volume seems to take place.
This positron trap is formed beyond the vacancyrich area of the disordered region. In the course of
isochronal annealing the defects are stable up to
Tanneal. ≈ 520 ºC when a slow recovery of ACAR
parameters begins and then it continues up to ~
1050ºC.
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The vacancy center containing positron in the open vacancy volume beyond the vacancy-rich area of the disordered region is shown schematically. The emission of the
electron-positron annihilation gamma-quanta dominates
from within these centers. The values of both the electron-positron ion core radius (rm) and electron density
(parameter rs′) suggest a relaxation directed toward inwards the open vacancy volume: the impurity atoms of
oxygen and carbon are, perhaps, involved in the center.
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

1 Introduction
It has been demonstrated recently [1, 2] that the
thermal conductivity of Si thermoelectric generators may
be reduced by ~ 90% by creating vacancy-rich films. As a
temperature difference across the module plays a key role

in the thermoelectric performance, information about the
microstructure of the open vacancy volume of defects in
these films is of great importance. The vacancy-rich disordered regions (DR) created in Si by self-implantation repress the long wavelength phonon modes that contribute
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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strongly to the thermal transport in bulk Si [3]. An approach to create DRs that reduce Si’s thermal conductivity
in a similar way has been previously shown using neutron
irradiation [4]. In order to gain insight into the electron and
structural properties of the DRs we have undertaken the
positron probing of these defects created in silicon by irradiation with fast reactor neutrons.
Having used the technique of the angular correlation of
the annihilation radiation (ACAR) we have studied the
emission of gamma-quanta originating from within the
open vacancy volume of defects of DR. Moreover, the
high-momentum ACAR resulted from the ion cores of atoms tied to this vacancy volume has been investigated.
The data have been processed and analyzed within the
framework of the most generalized approach allowing one
to express the annihilation radiation parameters via the
ones characterizing the electron momentum density. It is
argued that the gamma-quanta of the electron-positron annihilation are emitted from within a relaxed inward open
vacancy volume of the centers involved in the DR.
2 Experimental
2.1 Material For the ACAR measurements the material grown by the Czochralski technique (n–Cz–Si[P]) was
used; the carrier concentration was n300K ~ (0.5–1.0)×1015
cm–3. The concentration of the oxygen and carbon impurities were less than ~7×1017 cm–3 and ~ 2.5×1016 cm–3, respectively. The thickness of the samples was ~ 0.9 mm at
the sizes 5×15 mm2. Irradiation was carried by fast reactor
neutrons at ~ 310 K; the thermal neutrons had been captured by the cadmium filter of ~1.5 mm thickness. Below
we consider the material subjected to irradiation by the
dose 2.0×1018 cm−2. The material was treated in CP-4 etching solution to eliminate near-surface damaged layer.
2.2 Measurements of ACAR spectra The deviations from collinearity of the wave vectors of the two annihilation gamma-quanta to be emitted out of the sample in
almost opposite directions underlie the measurement of
ACAR spectrum [5, 6]. Such deviation is proportional to
the angle θ⋅10−3 radian ( ≈ θ×0.06º). The long-slit scheme
for recording ACAR spectra has been used [5, 6]: the angle
aperture for detecting the annihilation gamma-quanta was
Δ ≤ 0.45×10−3 radian (the width of the slits of detectors
was 2 mm and the distance between them was 4.5 m).
The magnitude of angle (θ) of registration of the annihilation gamma-quanta is known to be proportional to the
component of the momentum of the electron-positron pair,
pz /m0c ≈ θ⋅10−3 radian ≈ θ×0.06º which is directed in parallel to the investigated crystallographic axis (m0 is the
electron mass, c is the velocity of light in vacuum; the text
we use designation p instead of pz). The angle θ sets up the
position of detectors for registering the two annihilation
gamma quanta with almost oppositely directed wave vectors, so that the angle between the slits of detectors is 180º
– θ×0.06º. At each consequent value of θ the number of
events of two-quantum annihilation has been accumulated
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher
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during a certain period of time: the statistical error within
the region of the maximum of ACAR spectra -4⋅10−3 m0c
< p < 4⋅10−3 m0c didn’t exceed 0.55÷0.65%. The β+–isotope
22
Na was embedded into a thin near-surface region of the
Ta substrate. The activity of the source was ~ 25 mCi.
The parameters of ACAR spectra were determined after each step of the isochronal annealing of the samples in
vacuum conditions ~10–6 –10–5 Torr; the temperature step
(h) and the time (th) of annealing at each step were h = 30°
and th =20 min., respectively. The annealing was carried
out within the range ΔTann. ~ 100 °C – 1080 °C.
3 Saturation of positron trapping by defects
The fast reactor neutrons are known to create the
disordered regions (DR) with efficiency estimated for ~
0.3–1 MeV neutrons as ~ 1 DR per one neutron [7]. Starting from this, the mean distance 2RDR between DRs having
concentration NDR in the investigated materials is estimated
to be 2RDR =(3/4πNDR)1/3 ~ 0.99∙10–6 cm; this value is
shorter than the positron diffusion length in the single crystal of silicon l+ ≈ (D+ τav )1/2 ≈ 2.6 ×10–5 cm (here the positron diffusion constant is D+ ≈ 2.8 – 3.1 cm2/s, and the
bulk positron annihilation lifetime τav ≈ 217 ps value is the
one known for n–Cz–Si[P] material [8]).
The condition 2RDR << l+ suggests that the positron
trapping rate related to DRs is saturated in the investigated
material. In other words, the annihilation radiation forming
ACAR spectrum originates from within DRs. Moreover,
the material is at the initial stage of amorphization because
the mean diameter of the DRs is about 10–6 cm [7] and it is
close to the average distance 2RDR between DRs.
4 Thermal stability of disordered regions
Thus, the saturation of the trapping rate of positrons by DRs in the investigated neutron-irradiated material allows one to consider the ACAR spectrum as a sum of
the broad and narrow components:

I broad ( p ) Pcd + I narrow ( p ) P0d ≈ I ( p ) ;
Pcd + P0d = 1,

(1)
(2)

where the former bears out information about the elemental specificity of the ion cores of atoms surrounding
positron: see Fig. 1 and the figure in the abstract for clarity.
The contribution Pcd is due to emission of the annihilation radiation from within, mostly, sub-valent shells of the
ion cores of atoms tied to the open vacancy volume,
whereas the value of P0d is the intensity of emission of the
annihilation quanta originating in the vacancy open volume
itself.
Typical ACAR spectra obtained for the neutronirradiated material and after its isochronal annealing at the
temperature step Tann. = 520 °C are shown in Fig. 1. The
component Inarrow (p) is narrower than the one obtained for
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the non-irradiated Si [9]: this narrowing indicates lower
electron density to be probed with the positron in DR (see
below). The isochronal annealing leads to disappearance of
DR and the parameters of ACAR spectrum are becoming
closer to the ones of non-irradiated material: it takes place
at Tann. ≈ 1050 °C (these data will be discussed elsewhere).
5 Electron density beyond ion cores in disordered regions
In Fig. 1 each point of the ACAR spectrum represents, approximately, a thin slice made by the detector slits
through the volume of the electron-positron momentum
states generating two gamma-quanta [10]. This volume is
close to the spherical one as DRs are formed stochastically
in the course of the fast neutron irradiation.
The ACAR spectrum obtained for the bonding electrons
in the DR is limited by the angle which, in its turn, is proportional to the maximal momentum in the Fermi distribution of electrons, ρ(p): θF ≈ pF/m0c. A stochastic values of
I(p) function are equal to the mean of the electron momentum density, <ρ(p)>; further simplifications ( see [6, 8] for
details) result in a reciprocal parabolic function Inarrow (p):
pF

I narrow ( θ ) ≅ ∫ p ρ (p) dp ≈ A ( p F2 − p 2 )
0

(3)

where ρ(p<pF) ≈ 1 and ρ(p>pF) ≈ 0; A ≈ const. Having fitted function (3) to the experimental data one can determine
the “cut-off” angle of the narrow component of ACAR
spectrum, namely, θF ≈ pF.
The linearized function P0dInarrow(p)= I(p) – P0dIbroad(p)
has been used for the least-squares estimate of the limiting
momentum (pF)2: it ranges ~ 40.0 to ~42.6∙(10–3 m0c)2 (see
(Fig. 2, a ). These numeral value have been obtained as a
result of the positron probing of the Fermi gas of bonding
electrons whose density n′ is immediately estimated via a
radius rs′ of a sphere per one electron: rs′ = (3/4πn′)1/3.
The value of this parameter rs′ (DR) ≈13.99/pF =
2.178±0.035 a.u. turns out to be larger by ~ 10–11% than
the one obtained for non-irradiated material, rs′ (Si) =
1.974±0.026 a.u. The latter value is very close to the one
calculated ab initio: rs (Si) ≈ 1.97–2.0 a.u. (see [8, 9]).
It will be noted that an amendment to rs′ value related
to the electron density in the ion core region has been taken
into account by subtracting the broad P0dIbroad(p) component from the resulting ACAR spectrum.
The other amendment to rs′ value caused by the enhancement of the positron annihilation rate is smallest for
silicon and diamond [11]. So, though the enhancement factor distorts somewhat the value of the “cut-off“ angle θF ≈
pF (rs′), the rs′ parameter is close to its “true” value owing
to excluding the ion core electrons from consideration.
6 Annihilation gamma-quanta emitted from
within ion cores of atoms in disordered regions
The positron probing of the ion cores is carried
out by measuring the broad ACAR component; in Fig. 1 it

is seen as a “tail” of ACAR spectrum. The ion cores play a
special role in generating elementally specific annihilation radiation inasmuch as the wave functions of the electrons of
the subvalent atomic shells retain their atomic character
sufficiently for using them as an indicator of individual element located near the annihilation site:
∞
I broad ( θ ) ≅ ∫ p ρ ion cores (p) dp
pF

(4)

The momentum pm may serve as a unified characteristic
of the elemental specificity of the ion cores surrounding
positron:
∞

θ m ≅ ∫ p ρ ion cores(p) dp ≈ p m / m0 c

(5)

0

where rm ≈ C(rm)/pm is a certain distance of a maximal
overlapping of the positron and electron wave functions in
the ion core at the moment of annihilation. The function
C(rm) is, mainly, predestined by the electron states of the
subvalent ion core electron shells, and for estimates of rm
values a valid assumption that C(rm) ≈ const is used [12].
Averaged over a mass ion core electron states, the electron-positron radius rm has been reconstructed for the ion
cores tied to the open vacancy volume in DRs: the ACAR
distribution Ibroad (p)∙Pc. which is considered to be the normal one if it fits into Gaussian-like function has been used:

I broad ( p) Pcd ≈ Pcd I cd (q, rm ) ≈ L (q, rm ) exp (−q 2 ) ;

(6)

y = ln{I broad ( p ) Pcd } = A − B × x ,

(7)

where q=C(rm ) θ, C(rm )≈ const, and L (q, rm ) is slowly
varying function in comparison with the one of exp(–q2).
1/2
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n-Cz-Si(P) irradiated with fast reactor neutrons
Squares: dose 2x1018 cm-2
1,0 T =310 K
Circles: Tisohron.ann.=520 oC
irr.
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Figure 1 The ACAR spectra for the open vacancy volumes in
the disordered regions (DRs) created in silicon by irradiation with
the fast reactor neutrons (squares) and subjected to the isochronal
annealing at Tanneal.= 520 ºC (circles). The components P0d Inard
row(p) and Pc Ibroad (p) are the intensities of emission of the annihilation gamma-quanta from within the open vacancy volume and
the ion cores of atoms involved in it, respectively: Eq. (1); see also the abstract and the schematic figure of DR there.
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d
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The linearized function (7) fits reliably into experimental data ranging from p ≈ 10×10–3 m0c to ≥ 17×10–3
m0c (see Fig. 2, b): x=p2, A=ln{L (q, rm )}, and B=1/C(rm).
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Figure 2 Linearized narrow (a; see also eq. (3) for the interval p<pF of detected momentums of the electron-positron annihilation radiation) and high-momentum broad (b; eq. (7), p>pF)
components of ACAR spectrum. The dots show the experimental
data recorded for the electron-positron momentum density beyond the ion cores of atoms ( a ) and within them ( b ). The ion
cores of atoms tied to the open vacancy volume of DR are schematically shown in the figure of the abstract. The arrow indicates
the “cut-off” angle θF corresponding to the Fermi momentum pF ≈
(39.97×10–6)1/2 ≈ 6.32×10–3 m0c. This value characterizes the
electron density around the annihilating positron beyond the ion
cores of atoms.
Lines are the results of the least square fitting by the functions (3) and (7). The standard errors (the correlation coefficients)
were equal to 0.0001(–0.9984) and 0.0005(–0.9626) for the data a
and b, respectively. The slope B of the upper line (b) is ~ 0.0061
(see linearized function (7) and the text in Sec.6).

The rm (DR) value proves to be equal to ~0.539±0.004
Å which is somewhat shorter (by ~ 17–19 % ) than the one
for the material of reference (i.e., for non-irradiated n–Cz–
Si[P] crystal, where rm(Si) values are ≈ 0.6–0. 64 Å [8]).
Having integrated the fitted function (6) over the range
of ~ (0 − 17×10–3 m0c) we immediately obtain Pcd (DR) ~
7.8 – 8% whose value is somewhat smaller than the one for
the non-irradiated material, Pcd (Si) ~ 10% to 11%. The inequalities rm (DR) < rm(Si) and Pcd (DR) < Pcd (Si) are a
salient evidence for a marked effect of the relaxation of the
ion cores of atoms tied to the open vacancy volume. It is
this relaxation that contributes to the electron density in the
open vacancy volume resulting in the numeral value rs′
(DR) ≈ 2.178±0.035 a.u. which is by ~10% larger than the
one for non-radiated material, rs′ (Si) = 1.974±0.026 a.u.
One can not exclude an involvement of the atoms of
residual impurities such as oxygen and carbon in the microstructure the center shown schematically above, in the
Copyright line will be provided by the publisher

abstract. In this case the positron confined in the open vacancy volume is probing the electron states of bonding
which have an ion-covalent character with a quite large
ionicity. A higher energy of such bonding contributes to
the thermal stability of DR influencing the heat transport.
There is good reason to believe that the availability of
the high concentration of low-energetic phonons with Eph
<< KBT underlies the cascade phonon-assisted positron
trapping into the localized states at the vacancy centers under consideration. These positron states are formed beyond
the vacancy-rich region, apparently, on a periphery of DR
(these data will be published elsewhere).
7 Conclusion
The parameter of the electron density contacting
the positron in the open vacancy volume in DR is equal to
the value rs′ (DR) = 2.178±0.035 a.u. which by ~ 10.3%
larger than the one obtained by ACAR for the material of
reference, rs′ (Si) = 1.974±0.026 a.u.
Being shorter by ≈ 17–19 % in comparison with the
value obtained for initial non-irradiated material, the electron-positron ion radius rm(RD)=0.539±0.004 Å indicates a
relaxation of the ion cores directed inward towards the
open vacancy volume.
Involvement of the oxygen/carbon impurity atoms contributing to the relaxation shifts seems to take place beyond
the vacancy-rich area of DR. It is these DRs in the neutronirradiated material that contribute greatly to improving the
figure-of-merit of silicon thermoelectric generators.
The open vacancy volume is thermally stable in the
course of isochronal annealing up to Tanneal.=520 ºC; then
the recovery of the crystal structure of silicon begins and it
continues up to Tanneal. ~ 1050 ºC when the ACAR parameters become closer to the ones of the material of reference.
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